Quick Ship Program

Our Most Popular Products. Shipped Within 10 Business Days.

When last minute demands require immediate action, take advantage of our Quick Ship program. Featuring our most popular products available in a variety of finishes.

*Limited to Quantities Available (see next page for details)

TC-65 President 12 Stool Table
- 2 Laminates to choose from: Grey Nebula & Nepal Teak
- Chrome frame with Black Armor-Edge and Shadow Grey Casters
- Stools: Choice of Comfort or Round, available in 9 colors
  *Accent-Guard option is not available as a quick ship item

BY-65 12’ Bench Table
- 2 Laminates to choose from: Grey Nebula & Nepal Teak
  *Top and Bench will be the same laminate
- Chrome frame with Black Armor-Edge and Shadow Grey Casters

3-in-1 ConverTable (8’)
- 2 laminates to choose from: Grey Nebula and Navy Legacy
  *Top and Bench will be the same laminate
- Black frame with Black Armor-Edge and black casters
- Connector kit
Harmony Choral Riser
- Choice of 3-rise or 4-rise model
- Gray carpet
- Optional Side-Rail kit

1800 Series Stage
- 6’ x 8’ x 16”/24” Dual Height Model only
- Onyx carpet only
- Optional Dual Height Stair unit with Handrails
- Optional Guardrails

Luggage Carts
- Cairo
- Monte Carlo
- Tripoli
- Bali

Tri-Fold Room Service Table
- Black Frame
- Graphite Nebula Top

Mobile Sleeper
- Standard Option
- Port Frame
- Port Foundation

| Product ships within 10 days of receipt and acceptance of clarified PO | MAXIMUM Quantity of 10 units of each individual item |
| Freight is not included and will be quoted separately | Inquire with your SICO® Regional Sales Manager for pricing | No additional discounts or special pricing will be allowed |